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In this experiment emission spectroscopy in tire 3000-5000/~ range has been utilized 
to determine the electron temperature (15-60 e V) and ion densiO' (2-5 × 10 I r cm -~ ) 
qf helium plasmas produced by the Michigan mirror machine ~rJ (MIMI). The 
plasma is generated and heated by whistler-mode electron.cyclotron resonance 
( ECR ) wat,es at 7.43 G Hz with 400-900 W power in SO-ms-long pulses. Gas lkwling 
is provided at tire midplane region by a leak valve with a range in pressure q/" 
3 × 10 ~ to 2 × 10 "~ Tort. Emission line intensities are interpreted using a model of 
tire important eollisional and radiative processes occurring in tire plasma. Tire model 
examines seconda O" processes such as radiation trapping, excitation tran.~fer between 
levels qf the same principle quantum number, and excitation l~'om metastable states 
fnr plasmas in the parameter range of MIMl  In~.= l -6x1Otr  cm ~). From tire 
analysis q/" line intensity ratios lor neutral helium, tire electron temperature is 
measured and its dependence upon tire gas pressure and microwave power is 
determined. These temperatures agree with those obtained b)' Langmuir probe 
measurements. An analysis of the line intensity ratio between singly ionized helium 
and neutral helium yields a measurement qf tire ion densit.v which is in good 
agreement with electron densit)' measurements made by a microwave interferometer. 
KEY WORDS: Emission spectroscopy; helium; ECR mirror plasma. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
ECR plasmas  have b e c o m e  important sources  for various areas o f  
microe lectronics  process ing such as chemical  vapor depos i t ion  (CVD) ,  ~2' 
p lasma stream etchingJ 3~ ion implantat ion,  ~4~ and reactive ion e tching)  5~ 
Recent works  ~'-'~' have looked  at the effect of  weak magnet ic  mirror con- 
figurations on the plasma source and their usefulness  in etching. ECR 
plasmas are also widely  used as ion sources.  In this paper we will characterize 
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the plasma of  an ECR-heated magnetic mirror by optical emission spectro- 
scopy. Current work has concentrated upon helium, but as more accurate 
cross-section data become available, this model will be extended to other 
gases such as Ar and 02. 
A method for measuring electron temperature using the relative 
intensities of neutral helium lines was first proposed by Cunningham ~9~ and 
further developed by Sovie ~°~ and Eastlund et al. ~t~ This method is based 
on the fact that the dependence of electron impact excitation on the electron 
energy is different between singlet and triplet lines of neutral helium. 
However, it was also determined that other secondary processes in a plasma 
may influence the helium line intensities significantlyJ 12-~' Theoretical 
modeling of helium plasmas performed by Brenning ~6'~7~ and Drawin ~ 
will be extended to meet the needs of this experiment. In this analysis we 
will consider the effects of three secondary processes: (i) imprisonment of 
resonance radiation; (ii) excitation from metastable states; and (iii) excita- 
tion transfer collisions. A schematic of all the processes under consideration 
is shown in Fig. 1. 
2. THEORY 
2.1. Imprisonment Effects 
Because of the large number of atoms in the ground state, the radiation 
emitted in a transition from a P state to the ground state may be absorbed 
and re-emitted by other ground-state atoms many times before escaping the 
plasma. This "imprisonment" results in an apparent increase in the proba- 
bility that an excited atom will decay to a lower "nonresonant" state as 
well as an increase in the lifetime of the excited state. 
The overall imprisonment can be represented by an "average degree 
of imprisonment" denoted /, which gives the total reduction in escaping 
resonance radiation. Phelps ~9~ has examined the theory of imprisonment 
in some detail for helium plasmas in cylindrical and slab geometries. Figure 
4 of Phelps (Ref. 19) gives the escape factor g which is related to imprison- 
ment by I = 1 - g. Note that for an optically thin plasma all radiation escapes 
and the degree of imprisonment is I = 0, while for an optically thick plasma 
no radiation escapes and the degree of imprisonment is I = 1. 
The branching ratios for the nIP--~ I~S transitions (see Fig. 2) can 
then be corrected for imprisonment. If an apparent branching ratio B* is 
defined as the fraction of excitations to the n i p  levels that result in radiation 
which escapes, then 
B~,p~,~.s = B,,'p~,,s × [1 - I]  (1) 
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Fig. 2. Neutral helium energy level diagram. Transitions shown are those that will be used 
for the temperature determination. 
whe re  the b r a n c h i n g  rat io  B . . . . .  ( the f r ac t ion  o f  decays  f rom the u p p e r  
level  m that  go to a ce r t a in  l ower  level n) is g iven  by 
A m  ~ r l  
B .... . .  - (2) 
v A . . . .  p p + ppl 
(A ...... is the  E ins te in  coef f ic ien t  o f  s p o n t a n e o u s  decay  f rom level  m to 
level  n ). Fo r  l ow- ly ing  P s tates  ( n = 3, 4) r ad i a t i ve  decay  is p r i m a r i l y  to the  
I ' S  and  2iS states ,  so 
and  
B n ~ l , ~ l I S - [  - B n l / , ~ 2 1 S  = 1 (3a) 
B:]~'p~t's+ BT;'e~2's = 1 (3b) 
So,  c o m b i n i n g  Eq. (1), (3a),  and  (3b) y ie lds  
B*, I, ._-'s = B,,, e~_,'s + ( 1 - B,,, ~,-_~'s) x I (4) 
S imi la r ly ,  an a p p a r e n t  l i f e t ime  for the  nip states  can  be  wr i t ten  as 
" { [ ]} - - - - -  (5) r , , t , = r  l + l x  Y.k.,ts&,>--k 
where  r( = 1/A) is the r ad ia t ive  l i f e t ime  o f  the  state.  T h e  c h o i c e  o f  t r an s i t i on  
p r o b a b i l i t i e s  (E ins t e in  coef f ic ien ts )  is d i s c u s s e d  in the  A p p e n d i x .  
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2.2. Metastable Excitation 
An e lec t ron  in the 2 tS  or 23S  state cannot  move to a lower state without  
v io la t ing  quan tum mechan ica l  select ion rules. This results in these states 
having much longer  rad ia t ive  l ifet imes (on the o rde r  of  mi l l i seconds)  com- 
pa red  to h igher  states in which radia t ive  decay  is a l lowed  ( l i fet imes on the 
o rde r  of  nanoseconds ) .  On the t ime scales we are cons ider ing ,  the metas tab le  
states may bui ld  up a non-neg l ig ib le  popu la t ion .  Thus,  in this model ,  
exc i ta t ion  occurs  not only  from the g round  state but from the metas tab le  
states 2~S and 2~S as well. The total  exci ta t ion  rate cons tant  to a level m 
can then be writ ten as 
L n~ j L n~ j 
where K*,,, is the "effect ive"  exci ta t ion  rate for level m; n~, n?.~., n~L~- are 
the dens i t ies  of  he l ium a toms  in the g round  ( I ' S ) ,  singlet metas table ,  and 
t r iplet  me tas tab le  states,  respect ively ,  and  KL ..... is the exci ta t ion rate from 
a lower  level L to an u p p e r  level m given by 
'I K~ ..... = -  ./'(v)cr~ . . . .  v d~v (7) 
n 
The choice  of  crL . . . .  for he l ium t rans i t ions  is d iscussed in the A p p e n d i x  
and f (v )  is taken to be a Maxwel l i an  d i s t r ibu t ion  for e lect rons  with n being 
the e lec t ron densi ty.  
To de t e rmine  the rat ios of  the densi ty  o f  metas tab le  a toms  to the densi ty  
o f  g round-s t a t e  a toms  (n2Ls/n~ and n z ' s / n ~ )  in Eq. (6), we const ruct  the 
fo l lowing rate equat ions .  For  the 2~S metas tab le  state, gain terms represent  
e lect ron impac t  exc i ta t ion  o f  a toms in the g round  state and  23S metas tab le  
state to an exci ted  state fo l lowed by radia t ive  decay  to the 2 ' S  state, and 
loss terms are the result  o f  e lec t ron impact  exci ta t ion  taking an a tom out  
of  the 2 ' S  state or ion iza t ion  of  an a tom in the 2~S state: 
d n ?  s 
- 5" n, .n~K, ' s ~ a  B j ~ z ' s  + 5" n, nz ' s  K : ' s - .  B , - . : ' s  
d t  ,t i 
- 5" nen~,s  K ~ , s ~  i - n,.n2,.,. K ? s ~  t,~.' (8)  
t 
Similar ly  for the 23S metas tab le  state: 
dn2 's 
= 5" n , . n~Kl , s~ , .  B , _ . z ' s  + 5" nd12,.s K 2 ' s . ,  Bi- .z ' .s  
d t  , 
- 5" n d 7 2 ' s K 2 ' s ~ j ,  - n,.nz'sK2'.s.~H~." (9) 
h 
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The density ratio ny.s/n~ can be found by assuming steady-state conditions 
and combining Eq. (8) and (9): 
,[( )(  ) 
n~ A 
where 
The results of Eqs. (10) and (11) are then used in Eq. 6 to determine the 
total excitation from the ground and metastable states. 
2.3. Excitation Transfer 
Excitation-transfer collisions between free electrons and He atoms in 
the upper line levels can occur during the natural lifetimes of the levels. 
Optically allowed transitions between levels of the same quantum number 
n have the largest cross sections. To determine the density of an upper level 
S state, we set up a rate equation where the loss terms are radiative decay 
from the S state and excitation transfer from the S state to the P state. 
Gain terms include excitation transfer from the P state as well as excitation 
from the ground and metastable states and cascading from higher states. 
Other processes, such as ionization from excited states, are negligible. Since 
highly excited states are essentially hydrogenic, we can use the calculations 
of Kingston ~2°~ to determine this ionization rate, K,, [Eq. (7)] and for the 
parameter range under discussion the losses from radiative decay are much 
larger than ionization from ns, i.e., ns/rs >> nsn,.K,,. 
Thus the steady-state rate equation for the S state would be 
- -  ns  
- -  --  n e n s K s ~  P + n e n e K e ~  s + n,,ngK~,s~s 
+nen2'sK2's~s+nen2~sK2~s~s+~. nengKi,s~,,B .... s = 0  (13) 
m 
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where ~'s = 1 ~ A s .  Similar equations are written for the P, D, and F states. 
We can write these rate equations in a convenient matrix form. For the 
level n = 4 (singlet or 
where 
triplet), we have 
F G nD ----- ng 
0 J n F 
A = - 1 / ( n , . r s )  - K s - e  B = K e ~ s  
D = - l / ( n , . r p )  - K p ~ t ~  - K p ~ s  E = K o ~ e  
G = - 1 / ( n , , r D )  - K r ) ~ e  - K D ~ F  H = K v ~ t ~  
L = - -1 / (n¢TF)  -- K F ~ t 2  
a = K * , s ~ s +  ~ K , ' s  . . . .  B . . . .  s 
3' = K * ' S ~ D + ~  K , ' s ~ . , B . , ~ D  
(14) 
C = K s ~  p 
F =  K p _ D  
J = K D ~ v  
= K * , ~ _ p + Z  K , , s  . . . .  B . , ~ , .  
a =  K * , s _ v  + y ~ K , , ~  . . . .  B . . . .  F 
with K* given by Eq. (6) and K given by Eq. (7); r ( = l / A )  is the radiative 
lifetime of the state and K s ~ e  and K p ~ D  are the rate coefficients for 
excitation transfer. The cross sections for these transitions are given by 
Drawin c2~ using the Born-Bethe approximation:  
° - " ' n = 4 z r E ~ [ z ' n - ~ ) E . , , ,  ~E~,,~ - 1  In 1.5~.,,, (15) 
where E ~  is 13.59eV (the ionization potential of hydrogen), E,. is the 
electron energy, E. , .  is the energy difference between the levels m and n, 
and z . , .  is the dipole length for the transition m ~ n. The dipole lengths ~22~ 
used are for transitions in hydrogen and are assumed to be adequate for 
describing upper  levels of  helium. For the reverse processes, the rate 
coefficients are obtained using the principle of  detailed balance. For 
example, K p ~ s = ( g s / g p ) K s ~ e = ( 1 / 3 ) K s ~ p ,  where gs  is the statistical 
weight of level S. 
Solving Eq. (14) can be done by standard matrix techniques (e.g., 
Gauss -Jordan  elimination ~23~) and yields the density of a state in which all 
secondary processes have been taken into account. Equation (14) was solved 
for the n = 3 and n = 4 singlet and triplet states for various values of electron 
density and degree of imprisonment.  The results of  these calculations were 
used to predict the ratio of  light emitted from a typical triplet state (3889 ,~, 
for example) to a singlet state (5016 ~) .  This ratio is given in Figs. 3 and 
4 as a function of electron temperature for several electron densities and 
values of  imprisonment.  
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Fig. 3. Theoretical ratio of the 3889 A 13~P ~ 2~S) line intensity to the 5016 A {31P--* 21S) 
line intensity versus electron temperature for several values of electron density, n, (in units 
of cm '). 
The model  desc r ibed  above  is used to de te rmine  the e lect ron tem- 
pera ture  by c o m p a r i n g  the measured  line intensi ty  rat ios with ca lcu la ted  
rat ios such as those  shown in Figs. 3 and  4. The degree  of  i m p r i s o n m e n t  
is de t e rmined  from the opt ica l  dep ths  of  the resonance  lines which are 
ca lcu la ted  from the measu red  neutral  he l ium densi t ies .  The neutral  he l ium 
dens i ty  is measu red  with an ion iza t ion  gauge.  The e lect ron dens i ty  is 
measu red  by a 35 -GHz  mic rowave  in te r ferometer .  Using the measu red  
e lec t ron dens i ty  and line intensi ty  ratios,  the e lec t ron t empera tu re  can be 
de t e rmined  by a c o m p a r i s o n  with the ca lcu la ted  intensi ty  ratios.  
2.4. Helium 11 
One line from the spec t rum of  s ingly ionized  hel ium is ut i l ized to 
de te rmine  the ion densi ty .  The n = 4  to n = 3  t rans i t ion  o f  He II has a 
wavelength  of  4686,~.  I f  the uppe r  state of  the He II line is p o p u l a t e d  only 
by exci ta t ion  from the g round  state of  He 11, and  by s imul t aneous  exci ta t ion  
and ion iza t ion  o f  neutral  hel ium,  then the in tensi ty  of  the line is given by 
[ ] 14~,s~,- rI4 B4~)=  B 4 ~  3 , :  Kx-.aq--- K, -a  (16) 
/ rad 
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Fig. 4. Theoretical fine ratio versus electron temperature for several values of neutral helium 
pressure. 
where ng is the density of neutral helium in the ground state (I~S), n+ is 
the density of singly ionized helium ions, and the subscripts 4 and 3 denote 
the upper and lower states of the He II line. The intensity of a neutral 
helium line (for example, 3889 A) is simply 
/"13 3 p 
13889 --  B33p~2Ss (17) 
'7"33 P 
so combining Eqs. (16) and (17), we have 
g / - ' ~ + = ~ l  [ I468b n33p B 3 3 P - - 2 s  K~_4] (18) 
ng K+~4 I.. 13889 n~ng T33pB4~ 3 
Since the electron temperature was found by the neutral line ratio measure- 
ments, n33p/n~ and the rate constants K+~4 and K~-4 can be calculated. It 
is necessary to relate the neutral density outside of the plasma, nou,, to that 
inside the plasma, ng. This relationship is derived by equating the neutral 
particle influx to the neutral particle outflux and the rate of burn-up of 
neutrals by ionization~24~: 
ng (1/2)vo[Sa/V] 
(19) 
no,,= (1/2)vo[ SJ V]+ n~K~+ 
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where S,, is the surface area of the plasma, V is the volume of the plasma, 
and vo is the thermal velocity of the neutral helium atom. The plasma is 
shaped like a bow-tie with one end twisted about the center by 90 °. It has 
a circular cross section at the midplane and an elliptical cross section at 
each end. The area and volume of the plasma are calculated from the 
geometry of the magnetic field lines. An ionization gauge provides a measure 
of noo,. For the parameter range under consideration here, the ratio n~/nou, 
is between 0.92 and 0.98. Thus, with a measure of n~, we can find n~ from 
Eq. (18). 
3. L A N G M U I R  P R O B E  M E A S U R E M E N T S  
Electrostatic probes have been used extensively to measure plasma 
parameters in many plasma devices. In theory they are simple devices; 
however, analysis becomes much more complex when the probe is inserted 
into an anisotropic electron velocity distribution and a moderate magnetic 
field, such as found in MIMI. Here the probe is used to obtain a second 
measurement of the electron temperature which is independent of the 
spectroscopic method. The probe consists of a tungsten wire (0.003" 
diameter) shielded with two stainless steel shields and insulated from each 
other and the plasma with thin-walled ceramic tubing. The stainless steel 
shields serve both to increase the bandwidth of the probe and to act as an 
rf shield to shield the tungsten center conductor from plasma noise and 
oscillations. The probe is inserted radially as shown in Fig. 5. The center 
conductor extends into the plasma 1 cm from the probe tip and is oriented 
parallel to the magnetic field. All other parts visible to the plasma are 
covered with insulating ceramic. The voltage applied to the probe (typically 
-150 to 150 V) is approximately one cycle of a sine wave with a 50-/~s 
period. The present sweeping circuit (Fig. 6) is a modified design of 
Friedman. ~-'5~ The current and voltage traces are stored simultaneously using 
a 100-MHz digitizer, and an I -  V curve is extracted. A typical I -  V charac- 
teristic is shown in Fig. 7. 
If it is assumed that the electron energy distribution is Maxwellian, 
then Laframboise ~26~ has shown the electron current to be equal to 
( -e (Vp-_V~))  
Ie =Aene ~l ~ exp (20) 
v zTrme \ kT,. 
where A is the surface area of the probe, ne is the electron density, me is 
the electron mass, Vp is the probe potential, and V~ is the space (or plasma) 
potential. Dunn and Liordi ~27~ have shown that Laframboise's theory can 
be applied to the orbital-motion-limited region of probe operation for 
1 <- rp/A,t <- 2, where rp is the probe radius and ;td is the Debye length. It 
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Fig. 5. Experimental configuration: MIMI 
is within this range that the Langmuir probe in MIMI operates. From a 
plot of  the natural logarithm of the electron current versus the probe 
potential, the slope is equal to the inverse of the electron temperature. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 
Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of the experiment. MIMI produces 
a nonaxisymmetric mirror plasma by means of whistler-mode electron- 
cyclotron-resonance heating. (Further details on MIMI can be found in 
Refs.1 and 28.) The microwaves have a frequency of 7.43 GHz at a power 
of  400-900 W. The forward and reflected power were measured by a direc- 
tional coupler and calibrated diodes. A leak valve in the midplane region 
provided a way to control the pressure of  the gas released into the vacuum 
vessel. Pressure measurements were made with an ionization gauge located 
in the north end tank. A 0.2-m scanning monochromator (Acton Research 
o ~5 ~ F  P u h c  
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Fig. 6. Langmuir probe sweeping circuit. 
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Fig. 7. Sample /- V characteristic of Langmuir probe. 
Corp. Model VM-502) was used with a 1200 groove/mm grating, and a side 
window photomultiplier tube was used as a detector. The plasma was pulsed 
at the rate of 40 pulses per minute. 
The output signal from the photomultiplier was averaged over 10 
plasma shots. A background subtraction was done for each line measure- 
ment. The data were also corrected for the unequal response of the optical 
system and detector to different wavelengths using a tungsten filament 
calibration lamp. Figure 8 shows typical output from the monochromator,  
microwave interferometer, and forward and reflected power measurements. 
5. RESULTS 
5.1. Electron Temperature 
Figures 9, 10, 12, and 13 show the electron temperature as a function 
of pressure and microwave power for several line ratios• By averaging 10 
plasma shots, the statistical error in the intensity measurement can be made 
less than 2%. Thus, the major source of error in this analysis is from 
uncertainties in the cross-section data. Although the shapes of the excitation 
functions are fairly well known (to +5%~2~)), the absolute peak values are 
less accurate (10-20%). The line ratios in these figures all show the same 
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Fig. 8a. Sample signal of photomultiplier tube (top) and microwave interferometer (bottom). 
temperature dependence  but are offset from each other by this uncertainty 
in the absolute  value o f  the cross sect ions  involved.  The most  reliable line 
ratio uti l izes the 3889 and 5016 A, lines. These  lines originate from the n = 3 
level where excitat ion transfer is less important.  However ,  the 5016 A line 
is strongly affected by the impr i sonment  o f  radiation. The possibi l i ty  o f  
other processes  occurring in the plasma that have not been taken into 
account  could contribute to error in the measurements .  
5.2. Pressure 
Figures 9 and 10 show the dependence  of  the electron temperature on 
the pressure o f  the hel ium gas at the midplane.  As these figures show,  the 
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Fig. 8b. S a m p l e  s ignal  o f f o r w a r d  ( top)  a n d  reflected ( b o t t o m )  m i c r o w a v e  power .  The  f o r w a r d  
p o w e r  a~e rages  400 W a n d  the ref lected p o w e r  ave rages  1 W af te r  an  init ial  spike  o1"3 W d u r i n g  
p l ; . IS  n l  a [ ' o r n l a t i o l l .  
electron temperature decreases with increasing pressure. This can be under- 
stood by examining the major processes which affect the electrons. The 
electron distribution in MIMI consists of two electron populations,  "'hot" 
and "'cold." The hot electrons have been found to have a temperature in 
the 1-10 keV range '3°' and are created by the ECR heating. Because of their 
large energy, they do not contribute directly to the excitation of neutral 
helium atoms. The secondary electrons that the hot electrons produce 
through ionization of the helium are what we call the cold electrons. It is 
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Fig. 9. Electron temperature versus helium pressure f o r a  f o r w a r d  p o w e r o f O 7 5 W .  E r r o r b a r s  
are shown for the 3899/5016 line ratio; the error bars for the other line ratios are similar and 
have been omitted for clarity. 
these cold electrons that produce the majority of the helium excitation. In 
the steady state a balance is reached between the "ionization-cooling" and 
ECR heating so that both a hot and cold population will exist simul- 
taneously. The particle balance equations for the cold electrons, the hot 
electrons, and the ions are 
d c c 
dr n,. = n,n~(o-t~),_]] + n,.n~ (O-V)I I__I I  I -I- nhn~(o-v)~iL,i (21) 
h Hc FIc + nj, n+(o'v)]]_.l]j 
Tc  T c ~ h  
d n,. n/, 
dt n h -  (22) 
Tc ~ / J TI I  
d _ _  c h c n+ = n ,n~{o-v) [_  , +  n,,n~(o-v),_tz - n~n+ (o r ) z ,  .j+~ 
dt 
(23) 
c h I I  + 
- -  n,.n , . ( O - / 2 ) l ] ~ l l  I - -  t i h t l  4 ~O'[))1]~111 
T+ 
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Fig. 10. E lec t ron  t e m p e r a t u r e  versus  he l ium p r e s s u r e  for  a f o r w a r d  p o w e r  o f  750 W. 
Here r,_j, is the time it takes for a cold electron to be heated by E C R H  
into the hot electron popula t ion,  and c, h, and + denote  cold, hot, and ion, 
respectively. The conf inement  time for the cold electrons, ~-,., should be 
approximate ly  equal to the ion confinement  time ~-. since ambipolar  
diffusion governs their loss from the mirror. The smaller hot electron 
popula t ion  is magnetical ly confined and has r,, >> ~-,. Assuming steady state, 
we can combine  these equat ions to produce  
'<~'>;'-,,/ 
1 --  ( o ' t ' ) l ~ n  4 ( 2 4 )  
c nh  
n.~. n. <o'v>',_,,J 
Since the second term in the brackets of  Eq. (24) is small compared  to 1, 
we see that (o-v), which is a function of  the cold electron temperature,  
should scale as reciprocal of  pressure since r,. is independent  of  pressure. 
Figure 11 shows a plot of  the r ight-hand side o f  Eq. (24) versus n ; '  using 
the cold electron temperatures  (measured by the 3889 ~ / 5 0 1 6 / ~  line ratio) 
for the data of  Fig. 9. In the temperature range for this plasma the ionization 
rate <o-v> is an increasing function of  electron temperature  and therefore 
Fig. 11 implies that the temperature increases with n~ ~ . Measurements  on 
other  ECR mirror plasmas '3t~ (H2 and N2) have shown a similar decrease 
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Fig. I1. Helium ionization rate (o-v) versus reciprocal of neutral helium density within the 
plasma. 
The line of  Fig. 11 represents a least-squares fit to the data, and from 
the slope o f  this line the confinement  time r,. is measured to be 0.10 ms. 
The confinement  time can also be calculated from the Pastukhov and 
f low-confinement model t32~ to be (0.085 +0 .306/n+)  ms, with n+ in units o f  
10 I~ cm -3. For a typical ion density of  4×  10 ~ cm -3 (see Figs. 15-18) this 
predicts a confinement  time on the order  o f  0.16ms. The theoretical 
conf inement  time depends  upon several poorly  known parameters,  such as 
the ion temperature,  plasma length, and the ambipolar  potential. Therefore 
a discrepancy of  60% between theory and measurement  is not unreasonable.  
5.3. Microwave Power 
Figures 12 and 13 show a slight dependence  o f  the electron temperature 
on the forward power. The Langmuir  probe data o f  Fig. 13 were taken at 
a slightly different operat ing pressure and are thus offset from the electron 
temperatures  determined from the optical spectroscopy;  however,  they do 
show a similar dependence  on the microwave power. 
Previous measurements  with diamagnet ic  loops ~3°~ have shown that the 
amount  o f  microwave power  absorbed per unit volume of  plasma increases 
as the forward power  is increased. Other  work t331 has shown that the 
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Fig. 12. Electron temperature versus forward microwave  power for a pressure of  P =  
2 .8  × 10  s T o r t .  
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Fig. 13. Electron temperature versus forward microwave  power for P = 7.0 x 10 5 Torr. Note  
that Langmuir probe measurements  are taken at a lower pressure ( P  = 4.6 × 10 -5 Torr) which 
makes the temperature higher, as indicated by Figs. 9 and 10. 
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Fig. 14. F o r w a r d  m i c r o w a v e  p o w e r  versus  e lec t ron  t e m p e r a t u r e .  
microwaves are strongly coupled to the hot electrons with an absorption 
efficiency on the order of 0.90. Thus, as the microwave power is increased, 
the primary effect on the plasma is to increase the density and temperature 
of the hot electrons. ~34~ Green ~35~ has calculated the energy differential 
ionization cross section for a number of atomic species, including helium. 
Using this cross section and a Maxwellian distribution of primary electrons 
having a temperature of 4 keV, we find the temperature of the secondary 
electron distribution to be 19 eV. The secondary electron temperature is 
actually very insensitive to the temperature of the primary electrons for the 
range of interest (1-10 keV). Therefore any increase that we measure in the 
cold electron temperature is due to the weak coupling of the microwaves 
to the cold bulk plasma. The power balance equation for the cold electrons 
is 
~P 
~1~. kT,. + e~,(o-v)]_.n~n, .  = T (25) 
T c 
where c denotes cold, qb i is the ionization potential of helium, rt is the 
absorption efficiency of the cold electrons, PECH is the ECH microwave 
power, and V is the volume of the plasma. Substituting in the result of 
34 Junck, Brake, and Getty 
Eq. (24) yields 
V 
P = --(kT,.  + e¢',) (26) 
T,, "r I 
Figure 14 shows the data of Figure 12 plotted as power versus temperature 
with the line representing a least-squares fit to the data. When typical values 
of n, = 6 × 10 ~ cm 3 (from microwave interferometer measurements), T, .  = 
0.1 ms (from Fig. 11), V = 2 5 0 0 c m  3, and r/=0.10 are used, Eq. (27) gives 
an order-of-magnitude estimate of the slope of Fig. 14 to be 24s ~ while 
the measured slope is 35 s ~. The measured electron temperature variation 
with microwave power is therefore consistent with weak absorption of 
microwaves by the cold electrons. 
5.4. Ion Density 
Figures 15-18 display the ion density (from ion-to-neutral line intensity 
ratio measurements) and total electron density (from microwave inter- 
ferometer measurements) as a function of forward power and pressure. 
These plots seem to show little variation with either the pressure or the 
power. The ion density calculation is more uncertain than the previous 
temperature measurements due to the lack of data on electron impact 
excitation of ions. The ion and electron density would be expected to be 
equal; however, contributions from impurity ions and from fully stripped 
helium cause the electron density to be slightly greater than the ion density. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this experiment we have determined the electron temperature of 
helium plasmas and its dependence upon the operating parameters of the 
Michigan mirror machine. A model has been developed which takes into 
account the important collisional and radiative processes occurring in the 
plasma. This model examines secondary processes such as imprisonment 
of resonance radiation, excitation transfer between levels, and excitation 
from metastable states. The model could also be used to diagnose other 
plasmas having a similar electron density and electron temperature. If the 
electron temperature is less than 10 eV, the tail of the electron distribution 
will do the majority of the excitation, and any deviations from a Maxwellian 
distribut[an will become important. If the electron distribution function is 
known, it could be used instead of a Maxwellian in Eq. (7). In the present 
experiment, the cold electrons dominate these processes and the hot electron 
tail can be neglected. 
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Fig. 15. Electron densi ty  (from mic rowave  in te r fe rometer  measu remen t )  and  ion d e n s i t y ( f r o m  
ion- to-neutra l  l ine intensi ty  rat io measu remen t )  versus forward microwave  power  for a pressure 
of  P = 2 . 8 × 1 0  ~Torr.  
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Fig. 16. Electron and ion dens i ty  versus forward mic rowave  power  for a pressure of  P = 
7.0× 10 s Torr. 
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Fig. 17. Electron and ion density versus pressure for a forward microwave power of 675W.  
Error bars for the electron density are similar to those of Figs. 15 and 16 and have been 
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Fig. 18. Electron and ion density versus pressure for a forward microwave power of 750 W. 
Error bars are similar to those of  Figs. 15 and 16 and have been omitted for clarity. 
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By far the most important parameter is the pressure of the helium fill 
gas. It was found that the electron temperature ranges from 60 to 20eV 
over the operating regime of MIMI (1 x 10 -5 to 1 x 10-4Tort), while the 
electron density stays approximately constant at 2-5.5x 10 ~ cm -3. The 
electron temperatures measured from the ratios of neutral lines match 
Langmuir probe data fairly well and ion density measurements from an 
ion-to-neutral line ratio match the electron density measurements of a 
microwave interferometer very well. 
7. APPENDIX 
7.1. Choice of Cross-Section Data 
The use of this method to determine electron temperatures depends 
upon the accurate knowledge of electron impact excitation cross sections 
between various states of neutral helium. A recent review of electron 
impact optical excitation functions by Heddle and Gallagher !36~ provides 
an excellent survey of cross-section measurements from the ground state. 
Theoretical calculations by Mewe ~37~ provide excitation cross sections for 
ions. Ionizations rates for neutral and singly ionized helium have been 
compiled by BellJ 38) 
7.2. Excitations from Metastable States 21S and 23S 
Flannery et alJ ~9~ have calculated cross sections from 2~S to 2~P, 3~S, 
3~P, 3~D, and 4~P for electron energies from threshold to 400 eV. Measure- 
ments by Rail et al. ~4m were used for excitation from the 23S metastable state. 
7.3. Ionization of 21S and 23S 
Cross section values have been measured by Dixon et al. ~4~ 
agree well with the theoretical studies of Ton-That et al. ~42~ 
and these 
7.4. Excitation Transfers 
The accuracy of Eq. (16) has been tested against calculations done for 
the 23S  ~ 2 3 P  transition by Flannery et alJ a3~ and are found to agree within 
20% when the electron energy is more than a few times the threshold energy. 
7.5. Lifetimes and Transition Probabilities 
A thorough compilation of transition probabilities has been done by 
Theodosiou, ~44~ which agrees well with the values of Wiese) 45~ 
38 Junck, Brake, and Getty 
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